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1 Introduction

While it is typical for students in the United States to live with their families in high school, many move out of their family homes to attend college (Pryor et al., 2012). This chapter focuses on the transition to college for residential college students, a major life change for the many students who move away from their family homes for the first time (Ellison, Steinfield, & Lampe, 2007; Holmes & Rahe, 1967). When they arrive on campus, first-year students often experience a dramatically new environment, one in which they are expected to simultaneously perform academically, form new relationships, and become independent adults. This transition can be an extremely stressful one, plagued by homesickness, peer pressure, loneliness, and depression (Dyson & Renk, 2006). While many students are able to overcome these challenges and succeed, more than 40% of students who begin bachelors degree programs at four-year institutions fail to graduate from those programs within six years (Kena et al., 2014), and depression is a significant predictor of dropping out (Eisenberg, Golberstein, & Hunt, 2009). Reducing stress during the transition to college might help reduce experiences of depression and, in doing so, support emerging adults on their successful journey toward adulthood.

Social support (Cohen & McKay, 1984) can buffer the stressful effects of life changes, including the transition to college (Mattanah, Ayers, Brand, & Brooks, 2010). However, more than 60% of students move more than 50 miles from home to attend college (Pryor et al., 2012), physically separating them from family, the people most young adults rely on for significant social support (Licitra-Kleckler & Waas, 1993; Taylor, Doane, & Eisenberg, 2013). Today’s college students use a variety of communication technologies (phone calls, texting, email, Facebook, Skype, and others) to communicate and maintain relationships with family members at home (Smith, Nguyen, Lai, Leshed, & Baumer, 2012). Such communication technologies can be used to provide social support just as effectively as face-to-face communication (Lewandowski, Rosenberg, Jordan Parks, & Siegel, 2011; Mikal, Rice, Abeyta, & DeVilbiss, 2013) and students’ use of communication technology during their transition to college is associated with successful college adjustment and perceptions of social support (DeAndrea, Ellison, LaRose, Steinfield, & Fiore, 2012; Gray, Vitak, Easton, & Ellison, 2013).

During the transition to college, many students are adjusting to living outside of direct parental supervision and dealing with changing family relationships (Lefkowitz, 2005). While supportive relationships with parents can smooth students’ adjustment to college (Wintre & Yaffe, 2000) and distance from family can encourage the development of independence and autonomy (Arnett, 2000; Flanagan, Schulenberg, & Fuligni, 1993), overinvolved parents—often known as helicopter parents—can negatively impact students (LeMoyne & Buchanan, 2011). Finding the right balance is key, yet figuring out how to strike such a balance is not always clear or easy. What is clear is that students now communicate with their families more frequently than ever before (Chen & Katz, 2009), made possible by multiple affordable and accessible communication technologies. Yet, what remains unclear is how increased communication specifically impacts students’ development and adjustment to college (Eisenberg, Golberstein, & Hunt, 2009; Hofer, 2008). This chapter reviews literature on college transitions, emerging adulthood, and social support and uses interview data to explore the role of mediated family communication in supporting new students during their transition to college.

2 Literature Review

2.1 Transition to College

Although beginning college can be an exciting opportunity for students, it also represents a major life transition. For many college students, arriving on campus is the first time they ever live away from their families. The transition to college involves a number of challenges, such as an unfamiliar environment, rigorous coursework, new peers and no parents to rely on. For some, it is an exciting opportunity to explore and enjoy freedom without the watchful eye of
parents. For others, the responsibilities of managing necessary life chores (laundry, cleaning, grocery shopping, and meal preparation) while also successfully balancing the new academic and social expectations is a struggle.

Life changes can have negative impacts on individual health and well-being (Rahe, Meyer, Smith, Kjaer, & Holmes, 1964; Scully, Tosi, & Banning, 2000). Holmes and Rahe (1967) identified 43 separate life events that are likely to cause illness, many of which occur as part of the transition to college, including: “changing to a new school,” “change in living conditions,” “change in working hours or conditions,” “change in residence,” “change in financial state,” and “change in sleeping habits.” Because new college students typically experience multiple significant life changes, it is not surprising that the transition is viewed as one of the most difficult emerging adults face, and one that has been extensively studied (Fromme, Corbin, & Kruse, 2008; Gray et al., 2013; Kerr, Johnson, Gans, & Krumrine, 2004; Smith & Zhang, 2010; Taylor et al., 2013).

The adjustment to college is multidimensional, which can make it even trickier for students to navigate. Baker and Siryk (1984; 1986) introduced the Student Adaptation to College Questionnaire (SACQ), the four subscales of which measure students’ academic, emotional, social, and institutional adjustment. More than 30 years of research reveals SACQ scores to be predictive of student retention (Gerdes & Mallinckrodt, 1994; Krotseng, 1992) and academic performance (Credé & Niehorster, 2011; Young & Koplow, 1997), suggesting the importance of students’ adjustment for a successful college experience and eventual matriculation.

Research is quite conclusive: Reducing stress during the college transition is important to increase the odds of successful adjustment to, and success in, college (Dyson & Renk, 2006; Eisenberg et al., 2009; Fisher & Hood, 1987). Many of the changes students experience while adjusting to college increase students’ stress and, as a result, negatively impact their physical and psychological well-being (Rahe et al., 1964). Research suggests millennial college students are often ill-equipped to handle such stress (Bland, Melton, Welle, & Bigham, 2012). The students who experience psychological issues during the transition to college are more likely to be students who find the transition difficult (Dyson & Renk, 2006; Fisher & Hood, 1987). Students who experience depression during college also have lower GPAs and are more likely to drop out of college than students who do not (Eisenberg et al., 2009).

2.2 Social Support

Providing social support to individuals navigating stressful life transitions is key to their well-being and success. According to Albrecht (1984) social support is “the way in which communication behaviors tie an individual to his or her social environment and function to enable the individual to positively relate to that environment” (p. 5), and can take the form of providing solutions and/or reducing the perceived importance of a stressful situation (Cohen & McKay, 1984). Social support helps people in four primary ways (Wills, 1985): (1) emotional support helps individuals feel valued; (2) informational support helps individuals understand and cope with problematic events; (3) social companionship helps individuals feel less isolated; and (4) instrumental support provides needed resources or services.

Research on social support demonstrate its usefulness for guiding people through various stressful situations and life changes (Cobb, 1976; Cohen & Hoberman, 1983). Recently, researchers have identified a number of ways social support benefits emerging adults during the transition to college. For example, Friedlander, Ried, Shupak, and Cribbie (2007) found that social support from friends improves students’ adjustment to college. Similarly, Mattanah et al. (2010) developed an intervention that provided social support to new college students and effectively improved their adjustment to college. Further, Taylor, Doane, and Eisenberg (2013) found students with higher levels of perceived social support were less likely to internalize depression and anxiety symptoms. With the many benefits of social support on students’ adjustment to college, how can we ensure that students access these crucial social support resources?

Most college students in the United States are residential students, and more than 60% move more than 50 miles from their family homes to attend college (Pryor et al., 2012). Research suggests students who live on campus—geographically separated from friends and family members who have provided social support in the past—perceive less social support and are more likely to experience distress during college (Larose & Boivin, 1998). Fortunately for on-campus students, communication technologies make it more possible and likely to receive social support from a distance (Lewandowski et al., 2011; Oh, Ozkaya, & LaRose, 2014). Further, some researchers argue that computer-mediated social support can be superior to face-to-face social support when managing the stress of life transitions for it enables people to keep in touch with their existing
support networks while also finding and connecting with new support networks (Mikal et al., 2013).

Social media researchers have demonstrated that engaging with friends through Facebook and similar digital platforms can provide students with social support and positively impact their adjustment to college (Gray et al., 2013). Further, social media–based interventions, such as providing incoming students with access to a social media site designed to enhance their feelings of community on campus, have been shown to improve their expectations of support and overall adjustment to college (DeAndrea et al., 2012). Since most college students today are frequent users of computer-mediated communication and social media (Smith, Rainie, & Zickuhr, 2011) and many actually experience anxiety when asked to refrain from using communication technologies for a few days (Skierkowski & Wood, 2011), the role of such communication technologies in social support for college students deserves further research attention.

### 2.3 Changing Family Relationships

Developmentally, college students are emerging adults; they no longer see themselves as adolescents but don’t consider themselves entirely adults yet either (Arnett, 2000). Their relationships with parents can play a significant role in their adjustment to college; specifically, students benefit from parental relationships in which parents and students treat each other as equals and engage in open communication (Wintre & Yaffe, 2000). These relationships are shaped in the adolescent years (Aquilino, 2006) but also change during the transition to college (Parra, Oliva, & Reina, 2013). As students adjust to college, they are developing independence and must renegotiate roles and establish new dynamics with their parents, who often have different expectations about their own authority and their children’s autonomy than do the students themselves (Kenyon & Koerner, 2009; Padilla-Walker, Nelson, & Knapp, 2014).

Students today use a wide range of digital communication tools to communicate with their parents while adjusting to college (Smith et al., 2012), and some research indicates that students who communicate more frequently with their parents are better able to adjust to college (Sarigiani, Trumbell, & Camarena, 2013). Although there are indeed many benefits of student–parent communication during students’ transition to college, other research suggests this increased communication can be problematic. For instance, students who communicate with parents most frequently are less autonomous and less satisfied both with their college experience and their relationships with parents (Hofer, 2008).

Many college students are supported financially by their parents, which can complicate expectations and renegotiation of parent–child power structures and roles (Aquilino, 2006). Additionally, parents today are often more involved in their children’s college educations than were parents in previous generations (Cullaty, 2011). Many students find this additional involvement helpful and often consult their parents when making important decisions during college (Pizzolato & Hicklen, 2011). In some cases, parents can become overinvolved, hindering students’ development and well-being (Schiffrin et al., 2014). Parents who are highly involved in the lives of their emerging adult children are commonly referred to as “helicopter parents”—well-meaning parents who are more intrusive and hover more than is considered developmentally appropriate given the age of their children (Padilla-Walker & Nelson, 2012). Some evidence suggests college students with helicopter parents are more depressed and less satisfied with their lives than their peers (Schiffrin et al., 2014). Although family support can help students adjust to college, too frequent communication with parents might discourage independence and autonomy, a crucial developmental task of emerging adults.

### 3 Interview Study

As the literature reveals, adjusting to college is a major life change, and one that can be quite challenging. Simultaneously, twenty-first-century students frequently use communication technology to seek social support and to communicate with family members during their transitions to college. Because little is known specifically about how new college students use communication technologies to seek and receive social support from family members, the following single research question guided this in-depth interview study:

**RQ: How do first-year college students use communication technologies to seek and receive support from family members?**

#### 3.1 Participants and Methods

Twenty-eight first-year undergraduate students from a selective midwestern United States university participated in this study. Students were recruited with flyers on campus and social media posts, and were compensated with $10 gift certificates to Amazon.com. All participants lived on campus at the time of the study and had grown up in the United States. Nineteen female students and nine male students participated; all were between the ages of 18
Students’ hometowns ranged from 16 to 1730 miles from campus (\(M = 539.76\)). Five participants were undecided about their majors; the remaining 23 reported majors across a diverse range of fields including biology, cognitive science, engineering, journalism, and music. Participants’ ethnicity reflected the racial breakdown of the overall freshmen class: Caucasian (\(n = 15\)), Asian (\(n = 6\)), Latino (\(n = 4\)) and African American (\(n = 3\)).

Each interview was semi-structured, followed an established protocol, and was conducted by the author in a private room on campus between April and June 2013. Interviews began with general questions about the student, their family, and the student’s overall adjustment to college. Participants were then asked to discuss specific situations that were stressful or challenging for them during their college transition. For each such situation, the students were then asked to describe what made the situation challenging, if/when they felt better about it, with whom they talked to about it, what (if any) technology they used to communicate with others about the stressor(s), and how/whether those people were helpful or not helpful. At the end of the interview participants were asked about their general strategies for seeking social support and relieving stress.

After the interview, participants completed a short survey including demographic questions and questions about their communication technology practices. Specifically, students were asked how often (on an eight-item Likert scale from “never” to “multiple times a day”) and with whom (romantic partners, close friends, other friends, acquaintances, parents, siblings, other family members, and other people) they used various communication technologies (phone calls, email, text messaging, instant messaging, video calling, social network sites, social games, and collaboration tools). Interviews lasted between 32 and 60 minutes (\(M = 48:02\)); all were audio recorded and fully transcribed for analysis, resulting in more than 23 hours of recorded audio and 411 pages of typed transcripts.

Interview transcripts were iteratively reviewed and coded to identify the themes presented next. The author first read through the transcripts and listened to the audio recordings using open-coding (Glaser & Strauss, 1967) to identify themes in the data related to the research question. Next, notes were compared across interviews to identify themes from the codes, after which interview transcripts were reviewed again to identify sections of the interviews related to each code. This process was repeated as new themes emerged to locate all instances related to each theme. Spreadsheets were used to track codes and interviewee comments. Each transcript was then reread to identify each situation discussed. These situations were then coded to identify the type of situation, whom the interviewee sought support from, and which type(s) of communication technologies were used. Results presented in this chapter focus on themes emergent in the data, including the stressful/difficult situations students faced, their use of communication technologies, and support-seeking practices. Specific examples from the interviews are used to illustrate these themes. All names have been changed to protect participant confidentiality.

### 3.2 Results

#### Key Findings

There are several key findings from this study. First, students face diverse challenges while adjusting to college—some directly related to the college transition, and others unrelated but made more difficult by the stressful adjustment process. Second, students consider a number of factors when determining which communication technology to use, including the richness of the medium, the privacy available in their current physical environment, and the preferences of their communication partners. Third, communicating with family members regularly provides students with opportunities for seeking and receiving support. And finally, students use communication technologies to maintain connections with and seek support from a variety of contacts, everyone from close family members to weak ties in their social networks.

#### Challenges Faced

Each participant described between two and five challenges (\(M = 2.61\)) they faced during their adjustment to college, resulting in a collection of 73 detailed accounts of challenging situations students faced during the transition to college. As one might expect, the majority of challenges students faced were college-related. For purposes of this study, this theme reflects challenging or stressful situations related to both academics (e.g., taking exams, choosing a major, or registering for classes) and campus life (e.g., making new friends, living with roommates, getting involved in student organizations, and learning to do things independently that parents had done in the past). For example, David felt overwhelmed by mid-term exams his first term:

> The first round of the midterms months [were stressful]. Just because I wasn’t used to the amount of stuff I had to do to get ready for them. And so it was very stressful. And I spent a lot of time just reading through my notes and doing problem sets constantly. That was very, very difficult. I found it was much easier the second time around. But that first time was just [sigh].
David’s experience illustrates a trend among participants: Stressful and challenging transitions were often considered stressful simply because they were unfamiliar. Once students had been on campus for a few months and were more accustomed to how things worked, the same situations were often no longer perceived to be as challenging.

Financial concerns emerged as another common theme among the challenging situations students described. Participants struggled with issues including finding a job on campus, learning to pay their own bills, and finding scholarships to help with tuition. Even students receiving financial support from their families expressed these concerns. For example, Kayla, a first-generation college student whose parents immigrated to the United States from Mexico, described a disagreement with her parents about her intended major (film) and the cost of college:

“My major was a big point of contention between my parents and I. And they were like “You are not going to make any money. You’re going to like waste all this money that we’re using to pay for your education on like this lame ass major.” And I’m just like “Well, this is what I want to do. I don’t want to do anything else.” [. . .] So I guess I feel kind of guilty doing this to them.

Although many participants expressed gratitude at the support their parents provided, many also felt they owed their parents more involvement in college decisions, limiting the freedom and privacy they expected when they moved away from home.

While the previous examples highlight challenges students faced that were directly related to starting college, students also described many challenges not directly related, including health issues, parents divorcing, death of a loved one, outing of one’s sexual orientation, breakups, and technology failures. Although not caused by moving to campus, students often reported that being away from home exacerbated the difficulty of dealing with these already stressful situations. For example, Kelsey was diagnosed with an aggressive breast tumor on the day she moved to campus. A month later she flew over 700 miles back to her hometown to have the tumor removed. Kelsey described the significant impact of her diagnosis and subsequent surgery on her college adjustment:

“It was hard to focus on school and just try and be positive. It definitely affected me in the beginning of school because it was just constantly on my mind. And then after surgery I couldn’t do anything, like I couldn’t drink or I couldn’t exercise with any physical movement for two weeks, and I had a big bandage. And that definitely held me back a lot.

Because Kelsey had just arrived on campus, she felt uncomfortable sharing her diagnosis with new friends; instead, she relied on long-distance support from her mother and boyfriend at home.

Although dealing with such a serious health condition is an extreme example, Kelsey’s case illustrates the complexity of dealing with additional challenges on top of adjusting to college. Many participants described struggling to develop close friendships when they first arrived on campus, and did not feel comfortable talking about deeply personal issues and seeking the support they needed from their new college friends.

Regardless of the specific issues they face, social support from friends and family members can benefit new college students. The next theme reveals the ways students choose and use technology to communicate with family members and receive support when these challenges arise during their transition to college.

Technology Choices

Students use a variety of technologies to communicate with others. Table 1 shows how often and with whom students reported using seven types of communication technologies. Social network sites, text messaging, and email were the most frequently used technologies overall, with more than 90% of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technology Type</th>
<th>Phone Calls</th>
<th>Email</th>
<th>Text Messaging</th>
<th>Instant Messaging</th>
<th>Video Calls</th>
<th>Social Network Sites</th>
<th>Social Games</th>
<th>Collaboration Tools</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Frequency of Use</td>
<td>42.9%</td>
<td>85.7%</td>
<td>89.3%</td>
<td>50.0%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>96.4%</td>
<td>10.7%</td>
<td>13.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Once a day</td>
<td>60.7%</td>
<td>89.3%</td>
<td>75.0%</td>
<td>89.3%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>78.6%</td>
<td>71.4%</td>
<td>32.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiple times a week</td>
<td>78.6%</td>
<td>89.3%</td>
<td>75.0%</td>
<td>89.3%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>78.6%</td>
<td>71.4%</td>
<td>32.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Once a month</td>
<td>78.6%</td>
<td>89.3%</td>
<td>75.0%</td>
<td>89.3%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>78.6%</td>
<td>71.4%</td>
<td>32.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Once a month</td>
<td>78.6%</td>
<td>89.3%</td>
<td>75.0%</td>
<td>89.3%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>78.6%</td>
<td>71.4%</td>
<td>32.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Once a month</td>
<td>78.6%</td>
<td>89.3%</td>
<td>75.0%</td>
<td>89.3%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>78.6%</td>
<td>71.4%</td>
<td>32.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Once a month</td>
<td>78.6%</td>
<td>89.3%</td>
<td>75.0%</td>
<td>89.3%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>78.6%</td>
<td>71.4%</td>
<td>32.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Once a month</td>
<td>78.6%</td>
<td>89.3%</td>
<td>75.0%</td>
<td>89.3%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>78.6%</td>
<td>71.4%</td>
<td>32.1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Percentage of participants using each type of communication technology
students reporting using them at least once a day. However, patterns of use were different between family and nonfamily contacts. All participants reported using phone calls to communicate with family members and a majority reported using text messaging, video calls, social network sites, email, as well as instant messaging. Social games and collaboration tools (such as Words with Friends and Google Docs) were used by a majority of participants with their nonfamily contacts, but only a few participants indicated using those technologies with family members. These differences indicate that first-year college students use technology to communicate in nuanced ways.

Many participants preferred using phone calls and video calls to communicate with family members because of the rich, personal conversations these media afford, as suggested by Media Richness Theory (Daft & Lengel, 1986). This was particularly true when students sought support during stressful situations. Alexis discussed the difficulties of having conversations about challenging situations via technology:

[Facebook Messenger] is definitely not as personal; I think that might be part of the reason why it didn’t feel like that deep of a conversation. And even with the phone it’s kind of weird talking about a pretty serious life decision. It’s kind of weird that I wasn’t having that conversation with my parents just sitting down on the couch in the living room.

Like Alexis, many participants preferred to discuss these matters face-to-face, but resorted to using communication technologies since they were far from home and unable to communicate with family members in person.

Distance is not the only factor limiting students’ abilities to have conversations with family members in the ways they desire; other factors outside their control often impact their choices as well. First-year college students typically live with roommates in on-campus residence halls, and the presence of roommates sometimes influenced the communication choices students made. Chelsea, for example, described an amicable, but not close, relationship with her roommate. When she wanted to discuss a topic with her roommate, she also was frequently unable to make phone calls from her room:

My roommate she started doing crew, the rowing team. So she would go to sleep around 10 at night [before early morning practices]. And that was the time usually when I was done with schoolwork and I had gotten back from other activities. So at that point I couldn’t really talk to them.

Participants also reported considering the preferences and availability of the family members with whom they were communicating when choosing which technology to use. College students revealed having more free time and flexibility in their schedules than do many of their family members. Although students often had free time between classes during the day, they generally communicated with their family members in the evenings, when parents were home from work. However, evening student organization meetings, time zone differences, and irregular work schedules added more complications. To avoid interrupting potentially busy family members, students often used asynchronous communication technologies, such as texting, as Ashley described:

I usually text my grandma whenever I want to tell her anything, just because she works at night and I don’t know when she works and I don’t know when she’s asleep. So I just send her a text and she’ll respond to it whenever she can. I usually text my uncle too, because he also has a weird work schedule. Most people in my family actually have weird work schedules and I never know when they are awake or asleep so I’ll just send them a text.

Although Ashley revealed she would prefer conversations on the phone, texting allows her to communicate at her convenience without interrupting her family members at work or while they are asleep. Students also consider family members’ preferences and which communication technologies they use. Although all participants used social network sites such as Facebook, not all of their family members did. For example, Michelle reported using Facebook Messenger to communicate with friends and her brother, but not with her mom, who dislikes the site:

My mom really hates Facebook. She doesn’t use it and she doesn’t know that my brother and I use it either. [...] She doesn’t like the computer in general and she feels like it’s an invasion of privacy.

These findings reveal the type of complicated choices students make about which communication technologies to use when communicating with family members. Students must balance preferences for rich voice and audio calls with concerns for privacy in crowded campus residence halls, plus the needs and availability of family members. Such decisions are made even more difficult when students are faced with challenges during their adjustment to college.

Routine Connections

Before moving away to start college, many young adults lived and communicated with their family members every day. In those settings, routine family conversations around the dinner table serve to keep family members
updated on each other’s lives and allow opportunities to provide and seek support when needed. While continuing this frequency of communication may have been impossible or prohibitively expensive for previous generations of college students, advancements in communication technologies allow today’s students to keep in contact with families more regularly. Family communication while adjusting to college is not limited to instances when students are seeking support, and many participants described communicating with their families in regular and routine ways. For example, Anna’s description of mundane calls to her parents was typical:  

*I call them a couple times a week and we see how we’re doing. I just tell them about the things that I’m getting involved in and the stories I’ve been writing, and we just catch up. It’s honestly not that weird at all, like I don’t feel homesick ever.*

For Anna, regular phone calls helped her stay connected to her parents after she had moved away from home. A few months later when she was feeling sick, Anna’s mother noticed that her voice sounded different and encouraged her to visit the student health center. Because Anna was already communicating with her parents regularly, she received support during her illness without having to specifically seek it out.

Similarly, Rachel described communicating with family members every day. Most evenings she called the family home and caught up with her parents and sister on speakerphone. When Rachel was having issues with one of the girls in her dorm, she was able to bring up that tension and get useful advice from her mother during one of their routine family phone calls. In these examples, both Rachel and Anna faced relatively minor challenges that they likely would not have sought support for dealing with. But because they were already in regular communication with their families, they received support that they reported was quite valuable.

As these examples illustrate, regular family communication through communication technologies can create opportunities for students to seek and receive the support they need without any additional effort. However, such communication was often quick and lacked the rich, personal conversations that many students reported preferring when seeking support. Although many students described routine text messages to check in with parents, when difficult topics arose in such text message exchanges, students or family members would often shift to a phone call to continue and expand the conversation.

For example, Michael described getting support from his mother during a conflict with his long-distance girlfriend: “My mom asked me a couple of questions once she noticed something was up. […] She asked via text message and then called me later about it.” In this case, his mother picked up on cues in his text messages and recognized that he was struggling. The brief text exchange opened the door for a more in-depth, supportive conversation via phone call. Michael explained that when he is faced with a stressful situation, he prefers to spend time alone rather than seek support from someone else: “Just kind of step away for a little bit. Leave my phone in the room, go do whatever, just to kind of take a break.” He is not the type of person to seek support, but recognized the value of mother’s input and, by following her advice, was able to resolve the conflict with his girlfriend.

Although many participants described situations when they put in the effort to contact someone and seek support, routine family communication emerged as ripe opportunities for students to get support without specifically seeking it out, and without interrupting other family members’ schedules and activities. However, regular family communication did not guarantee students would seek and/or receive support from family members. Consider Tyler, for example, who chose not to mention his dating concerns to his brother, although they communicate regularly via Facebook Messenger:

*My brother tries to ask sometimes and I’ll talk to him about it a little bit and you know he has the experience and has gone through college and such. […] But I still try to keep the romantic aspect and drugs and alcohol a little bit separate from my brother, even if he likes to talk about them more than I do.*

Tyler chose to keep his concerns about his relationship to himself, even though he regularly communicates with his family members and his brother specifically asked about the situation. Instead, Tyler sought support from a friend on campus with whom he felt more comfortable talking about his relationship.

This last example highlights an important distinction emerging in the data: Although maintaining regular family communication is frequently a way to open the door to support, frequent communication is not synonymous with support. Students can communicate frequently with their families without ever revealing the challenges they face. Further, although family members are one important source of support for students, they are not the only source, and it is not necessarily problematic when students do not receive support from family members, as revealed in the next theme.
Multiple Sources of Support

For many of my participants, family members were seen as the first line of defense and the people whom students immediately thought to contact they needed support. Ashley, for example, defaulted to asking her mom for help: “If I don’t know who else to call, I’ll call my mom.” Similarly, Rachel knows she can count on her family members to provide good advice no matter the situation:

The immediate person would just be my mom. I’ll just call her and be like “This is happening. What should I do?” And she’ll give me whatever advice. And then [my younger sister] would probably weigh in. I might talk to [my older sister] about it. And my dad, if he’s there, he’ll tell me what to do. He’s the greatest advice giver. He—I don’t know—he should probably be a philosopher. He’s awesome.

Given that students had spent their entire lives before moving to college living with their families, it’s not surprising that they continue to rely on their family members for support during college.

Like Tyler, who preferred not to talk about his dating life with his brother, students reported a number of situations in which they felt more comfortable seeking support from individuals outside their family. Participants often considered particular topics to be off limits with family members. Kelsey, for example, was comfortable talking to her mother about most issues in her life, but purposefully created conversational distance when it came to her romantic relationships:

I wouldn’t talk to her about boys, I guess. I mean, I had a boyfriend for two years and I would talk to her about more emotional problems with him. But I wouldn’t tell her anything sexual. I’m sure that’d be awkward and unnecessary. She doesn’t want to hear it.

Participants frequently considered sex, dating, drugs, and/or alcohol to be taboo topics and avoided discussing them with parents. Some participants identified other family members—such as siblings, cousins, or aunts—as someone they could turn to when they needed support related to topics they didn’t want to discuss with their parents, or in situations when they did not think their parents would be able to provide appropriate support. For example, Chris sought support from an older cousin, rather than his parents, when he was trying to decide whether to look for a summer internship related to his major or return to his lifeguarding job:

They [my parents] don’t pretend like they know very much about, about the film industry or anything. I mean they might know that one day I might have to go to LA, and they know that I need money. [...] I have a cousin who also lived in DC for a while and she’s like a 30-year-old professional and, at the same time I was looking for jobs, she was looking for a new job. So it was like a really great like parallel person to talk to because she went through the same process and has way more experience than I have.

Like Chris, many students described using communication technologies to stay in touch with extended family members. These family members provided useful perspectives and expertise to their social support networks. Further, students often preferred social support from someone who had contextual knowledge of the situation. For challenges that arose on campus, interviewees reported peers were often already familiar with the situation and better able to provide immediate support than were family members who lacked background knowledge about the situation.

Just as communication technologies enable students to receive support from family members, interviewees revealed how they enable maintenance of a broad social network with diverse contacts. Social network sites such as Facebook allow new college students to keep in touch with people they would not typically call when they are upset or need support, and also provided for students opportunities to receive support in ways that were unexpected or surprising. Justin described “random” conversations with Facebook “friends”:

You know how on Facebook there are some people that are like available that you can chat, and then sometimes you just talk. [...] Sometimes you just go on Facebook and then people message you. It makes you really happy and you just get these random conversations.

A spontaneous conversation with one of these contacts provided Justin with some useful support and perspective when he was stressed about his final exams.

Providing connections to such “weak ties” is a significant benefit of Facebook and similar social network sites (Ellison, Steinfield, & Lampe, 2011; Rozzell et al., 2014). Weak ties often differ from students’ closest contacts, and such diversity can be particularly beneficial for new college students and other people seeking support (Granovetter, 1973; Wohl, Ellison, Khan, Fewins-Bliss, & Gray, 2013). Interview participants often described receiving support from multiple people about the same situation, including both strong and weak ties. These diverse perspectives helped them to understand the nuances of the situations and to better navigate the challenge.

3.3 Discussion

This study sought to shed light on first-year college students’ use of communication technologies for seeking and receiving support from family members while adjusting to college. The transition to college is often the most
significant life change emerging adults experience (Dyson & Renk, 2006; Fromme et al., 2008; Smith & Zhang, 2010); this study revealed the diversity of the challenging situations students face during this transition, as well as the way they turn to communication technologies for seeking and receiving support from family and others in their social networks during such transitions. Many of the challenges students face are directly related to college adjustment, similar to aspects of college adjustment identified in prior research (Baker & Siryk, 1984; Taylor et al., 2013). The data also revealed the significance of other, non-college-related challenges that students face during this time; we were reminded that while in the midst of a major life transition such as college adjustment, situations and problems that might normally be insignificant can feel insurmountable to students.

To help get through their challenging situations, students often communicate with and receive social support from family members via communication technologies. As suggested by Media Richness Theory (Daft & Lengel, 1986), students in the current study often prefer to use “rich” communication channels, such as videos and phone calls, for these personal conversations. However, students frequently turn to less rich, text-based communication channels when they don’t have the affordances of privacy in their room or somewhere quiet in the campus setting, or are unsure of their family members’ availability. Similar to Smith et al.’s (2012) study of student–parent communication preferences, this study’s data reveal a set of complex considerations students balance when choosing communication technology for these supportive conversations with family members. Prior work suggests these mediated interactions can provide students with social support and minimize the potentially negative effects of the stressful college transition (Cohen & McKay, 1984; Lewandowski et al., 2011; Mattanah et al., 2010; Mikal et al., 2013).

Similar to past research that suggests students use technology to communicate with their family members frequently (Hofer, 2008; Smith et al., 2012) and not only when they are seeking support, the current study reveals that many first-year college students communicate with their family members in routine and rather mundane ways using communication technologies, such as daily text messages or weekly phone calls. The data reveal communication in these ways creates opportunities for students to receive social support from their family members without specifically seeking the support. For example, a routine check-in conversation can reveal a need for support, which then can be offered or given without an explicit request. Research suggests that even in situations when the student does not specifically seek out social support, offered support can be beneficial (Cohen & McKay, 1984). Such opportunistic support encounters might be particularly advantageous for those students who are less inclined to seek it (Taylor et al., 2004).

Communication technologies and social network sites, in particular, enable new college students to maintain relationships with and receive support from a variety of people, family or otherwise, they knew before moving to college (Shklovski, Kraut, & Cummings, 2008). These connections form a support network for new college students while they deal with the many challenges of adjusting to college. Maintaining connections to “weak ties” (Granovetter, 1973) diversifies students’ support networks, providing them with a breadth of perspectives and knowledge to supplement their families’ support. Those connections also provide support on taboo topics, very often those that young adults avoid discussing with family members (Rozzell et al., 2014; Wohn et al., 2013).

3.4 Limitations and Future Work
When interpreting the findings presented in this chapter, it is important to consider the limitations of the study from which they emerged. All participants in this study were college students at a single institution. Future research would benefit from studying students at multiple and various types of institutions, such as small liberal arts schools, large public schools, community colleges, and technical schools. Further, only students who grew up in the United States were included in this study; future work should consider college adjustment for international students. Finally, this study relied only on self-report data, and future research would benefit from examining digital traces and communication logs to observe actual, day-to-day communication between students and family members.

4 Application
4.1 For Students
Adjusting to college is a major life change and it is likely that you will face some setbacks along the way. Do not be discouraged; it is “normal” to face challenges as you learn your way around a new place, are challenged academically, and take on more personal responsibility. Moving to college is like learning to ride a bike with training wheels: Your parents are no longer pushing
you along so you must pedal on your own, but you still have training wheels to keep you on track. College is a time for you to explore your identity and learn more about what you want out of life, while you prepare to take the next big step. But you are not completely on your own yet; you have the support of your family and your campus to help you succeed.

Do not hesitate to seek support from your family members as you face unfamiliar challenges. That said, do not rely on them exclusively. Talk to your peers; they are often going through similar challenges, and you can lean on each other for support. Use social network sites such as Facebook to maintain connections with weak ties, such as former classmates or teachers. Even though you don’t talk to these people every day, they may be able to provide useful advice when you need it. You should also explore the many other resources available on your campus—from counseling centers and academic advisors to student organizations and residence assistants—there are many resources available on college campuses to help you succeed. Learn about the programs that your college offers and take advantage of them. Be mindful of the many serious and often hidden challenges that your peers may be facing and offer your support when you can.

4.2 For Families

Create regular communication routines to remind your children you are there for them, and create opportunities for them to seek support when they need it. Avoid pressuring your students to share every detail of their life with you; it is beneficial for them to get input and support from multiple and diverse perspectives as they make decisions on their own. Encourage your emerging adult children to talk to and learn from others in the campus community. It can be hard to see your children grow up and move away, but it is important to give them the space and freedom they need to explore this new chapter of life. If your college student children come to you with questions, nudge them to find the solution on their own rather than handling it for them. Although they might make missteps along the way, and it might be painful to watch, know they are learning on their path to becoming independent adults.

4.3 For Researchers

The transition to college is a major life change, and students face a number of challenges during this time. Although some of these challenges are directly related to college adjustment, others are may appear unrelated but are more difficult when combined with a major life change. When studying college adjustment and other life transitions, researchers should consider not only challenges directly related to the transitions, but the aspects of peoples’ lives that may be made more difficult. Researchers must take a broader perspective on families, beyond a focus on only the parent–child sub-system. Lastly, acknowledge that college students today use a variety of communication technology and take a communication ecological approach rather than limiting your study to one specific communication channel.
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